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      This book should be in the hands of every teacher, regardless of how many years they have been in the classroom. It expertly summarizes and critiques diverse approaches to teaching and learning and presents them in a way that is highly digestible and actionable. Everyone can learn something from this book. I am particularly enjoying the section on theories of learning and factors affecting learning -- highly recommend!
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      This is a useful book for students to use if they want to refresh their knowledge learning theories and teaching approaches. i like the linking to relevant literature to develop undersytanding. But due to this being a book, there is a challenge with getting the artilces digital without taking time to copy it into the the relevant journal
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      simple introduction for level 5 and signposts for higher levels. concise and appropriate and relevant for supporting a number of modules.
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      Excellent initial guide to check learning theories which clearly sign-posts critics and directs the students to relevant reading.
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      A very useful and manageable text.  This gives swift insights into key theories - this is so important when considering workload management.
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